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Abstract 
The number of diverse and innovative technologies in the vehicles is increasing. 
Along with them the risk for driver distraction and inattention increase, and the 
development of good user interface assume progressively greater importance. 
The purpose of this study was to examine where the controls for adaptive cruise 
control (ACC) and flexible trip computer/driver information should be placed 
and how the controls should be designed in order to achieve good user interface. 
The work was done as an assignment for Volvo Car Corporation in Göteborg, 
Sweden. 

An information gathering phase started the study. Based on the collected theories 
and knowledge concepts were generated in order to evaluate drivers’ attitudes 
towards different placements and designs of controls. 

The evaluation results show that the most preferred placement for ACC controls 
is a lever, and steering wheel for trip computer/driver information controls. 
According to the movement expectations of the driver’s participating in the 
evaluation, the ACC should be activated, cancelled, resumed, and deactivated 
with a press on the top of the lever, towards the steering wheel column. A 
movement of the lever upward should increase the speed and a movement 
downward decrease the speed.  The adjustment of time gap should be completed 
with movements forward and towards the driver or with a thumbwheel. If lever 
movements are applied, then movement forward should lead to a decrease of 
gap and towards the driver should increase it. Rotation of a thumbwheel 
upwards should increase the time gap, and rotation downwards should decrease 
the gap. 

 

 

 

 



Nomenclature 
 

Adaptive Cruise Control 
(ACC)  
 

Adaptive cruise control (ACC) is a system which 
automatically maintains a set speed and distance 
to the vehicle in front. The driver activates the 
ACC, sets the desired maximum speed and 
chooses a time interval to the vehicle in front.  

A radar sensor in the vehicle continuously 
measures the distance to the vehicles in front, and 
this information is then used to slow down when 
approaching another vehicle and accelerate again 
to the preset speed when traffic allows.  

 

Cruise Control 
 

A system to automatically control the speed of a 
vehicle. The driver activates the cruise control and 
sets the desired maximum speed after which the 
system takes over the throttle of the vehicle to 
maintain the same speed. 

 

Distance Alert 
 

Distance alert alerts the driver if the time gap to 
the vehicle in front becomes shorter than the 
selected value. The driver can choose between five 
settings, as with ACC. 

 

Driver Information Module 
(DIM) 

Driver Information Module (DIM) is the 
instrument panel located behind the steering 
wheel. 

 

Driving mode In this report driving modes refer to the different 
DIM appearances a driver can choose between, 
e.g. sport and eco. The DIM is considered to be a 
display whose appearance easily can be changed.  

 

Messages When a warning, information or indicator symbol 
appears in the DIM, a corresponding message 
appears on the information display. An error 
message is stored in a memory list until the fault is 



rectified. 

 

Night vision Night vision is a system which uses infrared 
cameras to create an image of the surroundings. It 
extends the field of vision beyond the range 
normally illuminated by conventional headlights. 
With the help of this system, for instance, bends in 
the road, pedestrians and other vehicles can be 
more easily detected. 

 

Odo/Trip meter Odometer is a device used for indicating distance 
travelled by a vehicle. Trip meter is an odometer 
which can be reset at any desired point in a 
journey. 

 

Speed (in km/h or mph) This function allows the driver to choose if the 
information in the DIM is displayed in metric or 
English scale. 

 

Speed Alert Speed alert warns the driver if the maximum 
permitted speed on the road is exceeded.  

 

Speed Info Speed info is a technology that notifies the driver 
about the maximum permitted speed. 

 

Speed Limiter Speed limiter is a system which prevents the 
driver from exceeding a set speed by mistake since 
the pedal has to be pressed beyond the pressure 
point in order to exceed the set speed. 

Trip Computer 
 

An on-board computer device fitted to vehicles, 
that can generally record average speed, average 
fuel consumption, and display real time fuel 
consumption information and driving distance on 
current fuel reserve. 
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Introduction 
 

1  Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
Since the introduction of the modern cruise control in 1958 and the trip computer 
in late 1970’s the development has proceeded. The number of new systems (e.g. 
adaptive cruise control (ACC) and distance alert) and functions in the trip 
computer are increasing. Several of these new technologies allow or even require 
interaction while driving and consequently raise the risk for driver inattention. 
Research has shown that driver distraction and inattention has a negative effect 
on driving performance (Wang et al, 1996; Klauer et al, 2006). Therefore the 
development of good user interface assumes progressively greater importance 
when diverse and innovative technologies are designed and implemented in 
vehicles. 

This report describes an attempt to investigate where the controls for ACC and 
flexible trip computer/driver information should be placed, and how the controls 
should be designed. The work was done as an assignment for Volvo Car 
Corporation and was mainly carried out at the company’s premises at 
Lindholmen Science Park in Göteborg, Sweden. 

 

1.2 Aim and Objective 
The aim was to analyze and investigate how the controls for ACC and flexible 
trip computer/driver information could be designed with the main focus on user 
interface and human-machine-interaction (HMI). Based on this study a 
compilation of possible control designs was done.  

 

1.3 Delimitations 
⋅ In this report, some parts of the text are grayed out due to confidentiality 

reasons. 

⋅ The functions included in the study were: ACC, curve over speed, 
distance alert, driving mode, messages, night vision, odo/trip meter, 
speed (km/h or mph), speed alert, speed info, speed limiter, support 
system status, and trip computer.  

⋅ Materials, manufacturing and technical specifications were not included 
in the list of criteria or problem solving, neither were any detail design. 
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⋅ Parallel to the author’s work another study was done by Larson (2008). 
Larson investigated how a flexible display for new types of driver 
information in the DIM could be designed. The two works were affected 
by each other to some extent since the results had to be compatible.  
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2 Method 
The method used is called systematic problem solving, as it is explained by 
Hamrin & Nyberg (1993). The work is divided into three main phases; problem 
determination, problem investigation, and problem solving. The information 
gathering is an ongoing process during the whole work. These phases are 
explained further in this chapter. 

 

2.1 Information gathering 
Information is necessary for accurate problem identification and the 
development of possible solutions. Therefore it is important to collect relevant 
information early in the project, and throughout it. That means both, for the 
project, relevant theories and knowledge of current problems and solutions. 
Information was collected from literature and articles about HMI, design, 
ergonomics, and the car industry. Parts of the information were gathered with 
help of unstructured interviews with personnel at Volvo Car Corporation. 

2.1.1 Product review  
A Volvo S80 equipped with ACC was borrowed from the Volvo Car Corporation 
test vehicle center in September of 2007. The existing controls for ACC, trip 
computer, and trip meter were studied and tested in order to enhance the 
knowledge of the current product. 

2.1.2 Benchmarking 
In order to get a better view of the different solutions on the market a benchmark 
was done during the autumn of 2007. Cars included in the benchmark were: 
Acura RL, Audi A8, BMW 7, Infiniti M45, Lexus LS, and Mercedes-Benz S-class. 
The benchmark was completed mainly with the help of photos found in the Ford 
(2007) motor show database and information from the Internet. Acura, Infiniti, 
and Mercedes-Benz were studied in more detail with the help of the Owner’s 
Manuals (Acura, 2007; Infiniti, 2007; Mercedes-Benz UK, 2007).  

 

2.2 Problem determination 
The purpose with this step is to formulate the problem. Problem determination 
includes establishing the basis for how the problem will be handled; the aim and 
objective, and the delimitations. Volvo Car Corporation specified their wishes 
and thoughts in the beginning of the project, after which the aim and objective 
were formulized together with the author. The delimitations were set after 
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discussions with the author’s supervisors at Volvo Car Corporation in order to 
put the focus on what was relevant and possible to manage within the time 
frame.  

 

2.3 Problem investigation 
Problem investigation is a more profound study and investigation of the 
problems background, present situation, and future situation. The gathered 
information from literature study, product review and benchmarking was 
evaluated in order to define which requirements the solution had to meet. 

2.3.1 List of criteria 
The aim was to have a list of criteria when the problem investigation phase was 
completed. When the requirements for the solution were defined, they served as 
the base for the list of criteria. 

 

2.4 Problem solving 
The problem solving step includes two elements: find solutions to the problem, 
and evaluate and choose solutions to the problem. It is not unusual that this step 
is repeated several times. 

2.4.1 Preliminary concept generation  
Matrices were done to facilitate the grouping of the functions (e.g. with respect to 
consequence and to frequency of usage) and a number of driving scenarios (e.g. 
driving on highway in rain and driving in heavy city traffic) were visualized in 
order to settle importance of the different functions before the results were 
compiled to concepts. The aim was to generate as many ideas as possible. Several 
methods were used and some of the methods were carried out in collaboration 
with Larson (2008) in order to increase the creativity.  

2.4.2 First evaluation 
When the preliminary concept generation phase was completed the developed 
concepts were evaluated in order to narrow the range of concepts.  

Comparison 
The different concepts were compared with respect to how well they fulfil the 
criteria.  

Interviews 
The interviews were completed on the 20th and 21st of November 2007 in 
collaboration with Larson (2008) who evaluated his four DIM concepts. 6 persons 
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working for Volvo Car Corporation at the company’s premises at Lindholmen 
were asked to participate in the interview. 5 persons, 3 female and 2 male, were 
interviewed in the end and all interviews were carried out in one of the 
company’s meeting rooms at Lindholmen. The subjects were asked to focus on 
the placement and grouping of the different functions, rather than the detailed 
maneuvering. The interviewed were given a paper with explanations of the 
different functions before the concepts were presented. When the respondents 
had had time to study the concepts, they were asked to fill an evaluation form as 
well as to comment orally. The explanations of the different functions can be 
found in Appendix I and the evaluation form in Appendix II.  

2.4.3 Refining concept generation 
The decision of which concepts that would go further to the refining concept 
generation phase was based on the results from the first evaluation and done in 
collaboration with the author’s supervisors at Volvo Car Corporation. These 
concepts were then developed further before the second evaluation. The refining 
concept generation was partially done together with Larson (2008) in order to 
develop interacting concepts.  

2.4.4 Second evaluation 
As a last step in the problem solving phase, the refined concepts were evaluated. 
The main purpose with the second evaluation was to find out the driver’s 
attitudes towards the different placements of the controls and their movement 
expectations. 

Interviews 
The interviews were carried out during the time period of 17  to 20  December 
2007 together with Larson (2008). 

th th

About 100 persons from a list with persons 
working for Volvo Car Corporation willing to participate in tests were contacted 
by email. With 21 of these people an interview appointment was scheduled. At 
the end, 13 of the interviews were carried out. All interviews were done in 
meeting rooms at the company’s premises at Torslanda in Göteborg. Of the 13 
interviewed persons were 4 female and 9 male. The average age was 41 years. 
77% drove a Volvo. Two persons had ACC in their car, and used the system 
mainly on main roads. The rest of the respondents were used to utilize cruise 
control. Everybody except one, who rented a car when necessary, drove car daily. 
31% drove mostly in city traffic, 46% on main roads, and 23% said they spend the 
equal amount of time in the city traffic and on the main roads. The concepts were 
presented and explained to the respondents, after which they got to answer a few 
questions, fill an evaluation form, sketch their movement expectations of 
controls, and comment orally. The questions asked can be found in Appendix III 
and the evaluation form in Appendix IV. 
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3 Theory 
The aim was to gather theory specific for the subject. However, in some cases 
theory from other disciplines (i.e. computer user interface) has been applied. 

 

3.1 Human information processing 
The information processing model presented by Wickens and Hollands (1999) 
describes the entire process from stimuli to a response. Processing may start by 
an environmental input (e.g. brake to avoid collision) or it may start by an 
operator’s voluntary intention to act (e.g. set the speed for ACC), initiated 
somewhere in the middle of the sequence of processing operations. The 
individual steps in the human information processing sequence is covered in 
more detail in sections 3.1.1-3.1.6. 

3.1.1 Sensory processing 
Information and events in the environment must gain access to the brain before it 
can be perceived. Different kinds of stimuli reaches the humans’ senses 
constantly, most of which is never recorded. Each sensory system have a short-
term sensory store (STSS) that resides within the brain. The information stored in 
the STSS is not immediately discarded; it is stored for approximately 500 ms for 
visual stimuli and 2-4 seconds for auditory stimuli. That is why the stimuli’s 
information can be recovered even if the attention was not directly aimed at the 
source when it arose.  

3.1.2 Perception 
Sensory processing is not sufficient for effective human performance. The 
information recorded by a sensory system has to be given meaning through 
perception. Perception generally proceeds automatically and rapidly, and is 
driven both by sensory input and by prior experiences. The stimulus or 
environmental input is analyzed in order to determine perception. However, 
when sensory information is poor, perception may be driven by our expectations 
based on past experience. In unfamiliar circumstances past experiences does not 
help, and poor sensory information sometimes forces the perceiver to rely on 
past experiences. In both cases, perceptual errors can occur.  

3.1.3 Cognition and Memory 
Cognitive operations normally require greater time, mental effort, or attention in 
comparison with perception. They are conscious activities which transform or 
retain information. Such cognitive operations as rehearsal, reasoning, or image 
transformation are carried out by using working memory. The working memory 
is a vulnerable and temporary store of activated information. Material that is 
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rehearsed in working memory can sometimes get access to long-term memory. 
The long-term memory is less vulnerable and therefore more permanent. When 
the material is stored in long-term memory, the perceiver has learned.   

3.1.4 Response selection and execution 
The selection of a response can be interpreted as what the perceiver intend to do 
based upon the received information, and the execution is what actually is done. 
Correct selection of response does not automatically lead to correct execution 
since the execution of a response is often more complicated than the selection of 
that response. 

3.1.5 Feedback 
Feedback is information sent to the user by the interface about what has been 
done and what has been accomplished. The feedback can come in many forms 
and be recorded by different sensory systems, such as a tone when a telephone 
button is pressed or the snaps that can be felt when an oven knob is rotated. It is 
important that the feedback is correct, i.e. it is relevant and its timing is logical. 

3.1.6 Attention 
Many mental operations require the selective application of attention. Human 
attention can be divided into: selective, focused, and divided attention. Selective 
attention means that the perceiver filters down the incoming information to what 
is necessary in the given situation (Danielsson, 2001). Focused attention describes 
a situation where the attention is focused on a single source of information. 
Divided attention is the most natural for humans, and hence the state of attention 
humans use the most. The strength of divided attention is that it allows several 
tasks to be performed simultaneously, e.g. keep the vehicle in the lane, search for 
the exit sign, and talk to a passenger. However, ff the total attention demand of 
these tasks is excessive, one task or the other must suffer.  

 

3.2 Handgrip of steering wheel 
The nine-and-three handgrip refers to matching a driver’s hands on the steering 
wheel to the equivalent nine and three position on an analogue clock face. 
According to Fällmar and Salomonsson (2005) this handgrip gives the highest 
level of precision possible and is therefore the optimum handgrip. 
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3.3 Functions 
3.3.1 Grouping 
Meaningful grouping of objects, along with careful editing of titles and labels, 
can lead to users feeling confident in making their decisions (Shneiderman and 
Plaisant, 2005). Danielsson (2001) states that objects with similar consequences 
should be grouped together. There is no perfect grouping of objects that matches 
every person’s expectations. However, also these users will gradually gain 
familiarity and will be increasingly successful in locating required objects 
(Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2005). 

3.3.2 Placement 
One of the “eight golden rules of interface design”, which Shneiderman and 
Plaisant (2005) discuss among other fundamental principles is the rule to cater to 
universal usability. Diverse users have different needs. Novice users are assumed 
to know little of the task or interface concepts. Large systems can be intimidating 
for them. Furthermore, it is not always necessary for novice users to get access to 
all parts of a system at once. In this way they can carry out simple tasks 
successfully and thus reduce anxiety, build confidence, and gain positive 
reinforcement. More experienced users are more confident in their interactions 
with the system and they will also be interested to access more parts of the 
system. 

 

3.4 Controls 
3.4.1 Design 
By using the same concept as in previous controls, a new appearance of the 
controls will not affect the users of the older controls negatively (Murphy, 2001). 
This is since the concepts being presented to the user are similar to the previous 
controls, and a familiar concept will help the users to adapt quickly to a different 
appearance.  

3.4.2 Placement 
Colocation principle relates to the compatibility of displays and their controls, i.e. 
location compatibility (Wickens & Hollands, 1999). Humans have natural 
tendency to move or orient towards source of stimulation (Simon, 1969 see 
Wickens & Hollands, 1999). Therefore manual input devices should be located 
next to the relevant displays (Wickens & Hollands, 1999). Where colocation is not 
possible, the principle of congruence can be used. This principle is based on the 
idea that the spatial array of controls is congruent with the spatial array of objects 
being controlled. In Volvos the congruence principle is applied in the placement 
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of the steering wheel controls for the stereo and the controls which affect the 
display in the DIM, for example. The controls for the stereo are placed on the 
right hand side since the stereo’s display is to the right of the driver and the 
controls affecting the DIM are located on the left hand side. 

Controls that are related to a particular function or that are operated together 
should be arranged in “functional groups” (Kroemer, Kroemer & Kroemer-
Elbert, 1994). The most important and most frequently used controls should be 
placed in the best positions with the respect to ease of operation and reaching.  

3.4.3 Operation 
People expect things to behave in a 
certain way when they are operating 
controls. Movement compatibility 
defines the set of expectancies that 
people have about what will happen 
when a control is moved (Wickens & 
Hollands, 1999). Controls should be 
designed in conjunction with these stereotypes. In a vehicle, the stereotypes are 
very important because when not taken into account people are more likely to do 
mistakes when placed in a highly stressful or high workload situations (Stevens 
et al, 2002; Chengalur, Rodgers & Bernard, 2004a; Peacock & Karwowski, 1993). 
Some general western movement expectations according to Chengalur, Rodgers 
and Bernard (2004a) are presented in table 1. 

ON Up, right, forward, press 

OFF Down, left, towards the driver, pull 

Increase Up, right, forward 

Decrease Down, left, towards the driver 

Table 1. Movement expectations. 

There are some cultural differences in movement expectations of controls. For 
example, a switch that is in the up position is understood as on in the United 
States and Germany, but the convention is reversed in the United Kingdom 
(Murrell, 1965 see Chengalur, Rodgers & Bernard, 2004b; Peacock & Karwowski, 
1993). Therefore, control coding should be used on equipment that violates local 
stereotypes for movement (Chengalur, Rodgers & Bernard, 2004a). Control 
coding can be labeling, shape coding, and color coding. However, after some 
number of repeated actuations (anywhere from two or three to perhaps 1000) at 
various times, the driver becomes gradually accustomed to the direction of 
movement used and rarely makes errors in further usage (Peacock & Karwowski, 
1993). 

3.4.4 Labeling 
Symbols are often used in vehicles’ control coding. The limited space makes 
small labels desirable. Symbols are small, simple images used to represent an 
object, function, system or the associated state (Peacock & Karwowski, 1993). It is 
widely believed that symbols can be means of communication that overcomes 
natural language barriers.  
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Moric (2005) found in her steering wheel controls 
study that the pause symbol (Figure 1) is a easy to 
understand symbol for the ACC cancel and resume 
actions.  

 
Figure 1. Pause symbol. 

 

3.5 Menu 
3.5.1 Design 
When simplicity and ease of learning are important, frequency of use is a useful 
way of organizing objects. For a mobile telephone interface, adding a new phone 
number is a more common task than removing a number, therefore the add 
command should be easily accessible, while remove can be in a lower level of the 
menu (Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2005). If objects which are searched for more 
often than others are easily accessible, the expected search time can be reduced 
(Wickens & Hollands, 1999). An object that is hard to access involves additional 
visual search, decision-making, response selection, and greater uncertainty. This 
may impose a significant burden on the driver’s attention, which could increase 
distraction.  

3.5.2 Titles 
Pierce, Parkinson and Sisson (1992) found that when various menu title 
alternatives were made less similar, search was faster than when alternatives 
were more similar. When the target item was highly similar to the correct 
alternative (e.g. the target item is Atlantic, and the correct alternative is Ocean) 
search was faster than when the target word was less similar (i.e. more generic; 
e.g. target item Atlantic, correct alternative Topography).  

3.5.3 Positional consistency 
When an item is not available for selection it is preferable to gray it out rather 
than to remove it from the list since positional consistency is a strong principle 
(Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2005). 

3.5.4 Reversal of actions 
The rule to permit easy reversal of actions is the sixth rule in the “eight golden 
rules of interface design” (Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2005). By it is meant that 
errors should be reversible. This feature relieves anxiety, since the user knows 
that errors can be undone. 
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4 Information gathering 

 

4.1 Product review 
Adaptive Cruise Control  
The ACC controls are placed on the left 
hand side on the steering wheel (Figure 2). 
ACC is turned on with a press on . The 
set time gap is displayed for a moment on 
one of the DIM displays when the ACC is 
turned on. The current speed is set by 
pushing  or . This speed can then be 
adjusted with short or long presses on ,  
or . Pressing  increases the speed, but 
with slower acceleration compared with if 

 is pressed. The set time gap is adjusted 
by pressing  or . There is a choice of 
five different time gaps in Volvo’s ACC 
system. The ACC is deactivated when  is 
pressed. Deactivation occurs also if some 
other events are detected, e.g. the car skids 
or the driver uses the brakes. Pressing  will return the vehicle to the previously 
set speed. To turn off the ACC system  has to be pressed once more after 
deactivation. 

Figure 2. The ACC controls. 

Trip meter
The control for the trip meter is a pin placed in the DIM. Short press on the pin 
alters between the two trip meters displayed; Trip 1 and Trip 2. If the pin is 
pressed for longer than 2 seconds, the displayed trip meter is reset. 

Trip computer
Trip computer and message 
controls are placed on the direction 
indicator (Figure 3). The 
thumbwheel is used for browsing 
among menus and options in the 
trip computer list. Information that 
can be reset (i.e. average velocity 
and average fuel consumption) are 
reset by holding in the RESET          
button for approximately 1 second. If the button is hold in for longer than 3 

Figure 3. The READ button and trip computer controls. 
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seconds, both average velocity and average fuel consumption are reset. Messages 
are acknowledged with a press on the READ button. It is also possible to scroll 
among the messages with the same button. 

 

4.2 Benchmarking 
4.2.1 Acura RL 
Adaptive Cruise Control  
The buttons on the right hand side on the 
steering wheel belong to the ACC system 
(Figure 4). The system is activated by 
pushing the CRUISE button. An indicator is 
displayed in the DIM. When the desired 
speed is reached, the speed is set by 
pressing the SET/DECEL button. By 
pressing and holding the RES/ACCEL or 
SET/DECEL button the speed can be 
adjusted. The system can be deactivated by 
tapping the brake pedal, pushing the 
CANCEL or the CRUISE button. If the ACC 
is deactivated by pressing the CANCEL 
button or by tapping the brake pedal, the previously set cruising speed can be 
stored as the new cruising speed by pressing the RES/ACCEL button. There are 
three options for the distance in ACC: long, middle, or short. The range is 
changed by pressing the DISTANCE button, which is placed on the steering 
wheel below the on-board computer buttons. The distance selected is shown on 
the display in the DIM. To switch from ACC to cruise control, the DISTANCE 
button has to be pressed, and hold for 1 second. The same has to be done to 
switch back. 

Figure 4. Cruise control buttons (Ford, 2007). 

On-board computer
The buttons for the on-board computer are placed on the right side of the 
steering wheel (Figure 5). The display placed in the DIM is divided in two parts. 
Trip meter, odometer, temperature and engine oil life are shown in the different 
views on the lower part of the display. Each time the SEL/RESET button is 
pressed, the view changes. The view of the upper part is changed by pressing 
one of the buttons with arrow-head symbol. On the upper display, information 
as instantaneous speed, range, elapsed time, average speed, average fuel, tire 
pressure, incoming call, and torque distribution can be shown. Resetting the trip 
meter is completed by first displaying it, then pressing and holding the 
SEL/RESET button until the number resets. To access the settings for functions 
(e.g. elapsed time and Trip A) the INFO button has to be hold and pressed for  
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more than 3 seconds while the display is in 
its normal mode. The first customizing 
menu will be shown on the display. Then 
the arrow-head buttons are used to select 
the desired menu, and the SEL/RESET 
button to enter the menu. Once again the 
arrow-head buttons are used to choose the 
submenu, and the SEL/RESET button to 
enter the submenu. In the correct submenu, 
the arrow-head buttons are used to choose 
the desired setting and the SEL/RESET to 
confirm. In all the menus and submenus 
there is always a return option. 

Figure 5. On-board computer buttons            
(Ford, 2007). 

4.2.2 Audi A8 
Adaptive Cruise Control
The controls for ACC are placed on a lever 
on the left hand side (Figure 6). The Audi 
ACC system has four different programs for 
the distance control: Distance 1 (sport), 
Distance 2 and 3 (standard) and Distance 4 
(comfort). With Distance 1, the system 
keeps a short distance to a vehicle ahead 
and the speed is accelerated fast back to the 
set speed when the traffic allows. 

Figure 6. ACC lever (Ford, 2007). 

On-board computer
A MODE button and a push thumbwheel 
are placed on the left hand side on the 
steering wheel (Figure 7). These are the 
steering wheel mounted controls for audio 
menu, phone menu, navigation menu and 
trip menu. The MODE button is utilized to 
browse between the different views, i.e. 
audio, phone, navigation, and trip. 
Browsing in the different menus and 
selection is done with the help of the push 
thumbwheel.  

 
Figure 7. On-board computer buttons            

(Ford, 2007).  
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4.2.3 BMW 7-series 
Adaptive Cruise Control  
The ACC lever is located on the left hand 
side of the steering wheel (Figure 8). The 
driver is able to choose from four different 
distance levels on the control lever. 

On-board computer
BMW’s on-board computer is controlled 
with controls placed to the right of the 
driver, between the two front seats. 

4.2.4 Infiniti, M45 
Figure 8. BMW steering wheel (Ford, 2007). 

Adaptive Cruise Control
The buttons for ACC are placed on the right 
hand side on the steering wheel (Figure 9). 
The ACC is turned on by pushing the 
ON/OFF button. ACC can be used as cruise 
control by pushing and holding the 
ON/OFF button for longer than about 1.5 
seconds. This deactivates the distance 
control. A “CRUISE” indicator in the DIM 
will come on when the system is activated. 
When the vehicle is accelerated to the 
desired speed, the COAST/SET switch can 
be pushed and released to set the cruising 
speed. It is possible to accelerate by pushing 
and holding the ACCEL/RES switch until 
the vehicle attains the desired speed. The 
same can be done with the COAST/SET 
switch to reset a slower cruising speed. By pushing and then quickly releasing 
the ACCEL/RES or COAST/SET switch, the set speed will increase respectively 
decrease by about 1.6 km/h. The preset speed can be cancelled by pushing the 
CANCEL button, tapping the brake pedal, moving the selector lever to the 
neutral position, or pushing the ON/OFF switch off. If the ON/OFF button is 
pushed off, the ACC is also turned off. Each time the DISTANCE button is 
pushed, the set distance changes to long, middle, short and back to long again in 
that sequence.  

Figure 9. ACC system buttons (Ford, 2007). 

On-board computer
The controls for the on-board are located on the left hand side on the steering 
wheel and between the two front seats, in vehicles without navigation system  
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(Figure 10). All on-board computer 
information is viewed on the center display 
screen. While the status screen is displayed, 
the ENTER switch on the steering wheel can 
be pushed and hold to display the start 
menu. Browsing among the different 
options is done by moving the switch up or 
down. One push on the switch selects the 
highlighted option. A return button is 
placed below the switch. The return button 
is used to return to the previous screen. 

4.2.5 Lexus LS Figure 10. On-board computer buttons          
(Ford, 2007). 

Adaptive Cruise Control  
The lever with ACC controls is placed on 
the right hand side of the steering wheel 
(Figure 11). 

On-board computer
Two buttons, RESET and DISP, are placed 
on the right hand side on the steering 
wheel. The DISP button is used for 
browsing among different displayed 
information. Information that can be reset, 
is reset with a push on the RESET button. 

4.2.6 Mercedes-Benz S-Class Figure 11. Cruise control lever (Ford, 2007). 

Adaptive Cruise Control
The ACC system in operated with a lever 
placed on the left hand side (Figure 12). The 
same lever controls the Speed limiter 
system as well. An indicator lamp on the 
lever indicates which system is selected. The 
ACC is selected when the lamp is off; 
otherwise the Speed limiter is selected. To 
alter between these systems the lever has to 
be pressed on the top, towards the steering 
column. When the ACC is switched on, the 
stored speed appears on the display in the DIM for five seconds and is then 
indicated in the speedometer by a triangle. The current speed for Speed limiter is 
shown on the display and the speedometer dial lights up between the start of the 
scale and the stored speed. The stored speed is selected by briefly pulling the 
lever towards the driver. The current speed is stored by pressing the lever briefly 

Figure 12. ACC lever (Ford, 2007). 
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up or down. Adjustments of the speed can be done by pressing the lever up or 
down, for higher respectively lower speed, until the desired speed is reached. If 
the lever is pressed briefly, adjustments in 1 km/h increments are done. To make 
adjustments in 10 km/h increments the lever has to be briefly pressed beyond the 
pressure point. The ACC can be deactivated by briefly pressing the lever 
forwards, braking, or briefly pressing the lever towards the steering column. The 
last option activates the Speed limiter instead. The Speed limiter is deactivated by 
briefly pressing the lever forwards or towards the steering column, which 
activates the ACC instead. Speed limiter is automatically deactivated if the 
accelerator pedal is depressed beyond the pressure point. A thumbwheel on the 
lever is used to set the specified minimum distance for ACC. The set distance is 
increased by turning the thumbwheel towards the driver, and decreased by 
turning it forward.  

On-board computer
The on-board computer buttons are placed 
on the left hand side on the steering wheel 
(Figure 13). The functions operated with 
these buttons belong to several menus, 
among them the trip menu and settings 
menu. Most of the menus have submenus. 
All output is shown on the display. Four of 
the buttons have an arrow-head symbol. 
The arrow-heads are pointing in different 
directions; up, down, left and right. An OK 
button is located in the middle of the arrow-
head buttons. The buttons with arrow-
heads pointing to the left and right are used 
to browse through the different menus. 
When the desired menu is found, the 
buttons with arrow-heads pointing up and 
down can be used to browse in the submenu. After the OK button is pressed, the 
arrow-head buttons pointing up and down are used to make changes in the 
submenu, e.g. reset the trip meter. All changes are confirmed by pressing the OK 
button. The return button placed below the on-board computer buttons is used to 
select the next menu level up. If the return button is pressed and hold, the 
standard display will be selected. 

Figure 13. Lever (Ford, 2007). 
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5 Problem investigation 
 

5.1 List of criteria 
 

Grouping and placement of functions: 

• Functions with similar consequences grouped together. 

• Easy access to the most important and most frequently used functions.  

 

Placement of controls: 

• Encourage the nine-and-three handgrip of steering wheel. 

• Controls placed on the left hand side on/of the steering wheel. 

• Related controls arranged in “functional groups”. 

• The most important and most frequently used controls placed in the best 
positions with the respect to ease of operation and reaching. 

 

Design of controls 

• Designed in conjunction with the movement stereotypes. 

 

Design of menu 

• Most frequently used functions easiest to access. 

• Distinct menu titles. 

• Prevent inappropriate usage while vehicle in motion. 

• Permit easy reversal of actions. 
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6 Problem solving 
 

6.1 Preliminary concept generation 
In the preliminary concept generation, the focus was on the grouping of 
functions and the placement of the function groups. 

6.1.1 Grouping of functions 
Six of the functions can be considered to have similar consequences, i.e. ACC, 
curve over speed, distance alert, speed alert, speed info, and speed limiter. All 
functions mentioned above are speed control/information systems. ACC, 
distance alert, and speed limiter were placed in the same group. This since all 
these functions may be adjusted several times during a trip and they require 
similar settings. The three remaining functions (i.e. curve over speed, speed alert, 
and speed info) were grouped together because all of them are functions that 
normally require adjustments very rarely. Night vision and support system 
status are both functions that bring an informative view on the display in the 
DIM, and were therefore placed in same group. Odo/trip meter, trip computer 
and messages were placed in the same group as they have similarity in 
consequence and frequency of usage. The two last functions driving mode and 
speed (km/h or mph) were not placed in any group since a clear relation to the 
rest of the functions is missing. 

6.1.2 Placement of function groups 
The function group consisting of ACC, distance alert and speed limiter should 
have the best positioning since this group is probably the most frequently used 
one. Functions that are in all likelihood operated least frequently and novice 
users does not have to access are curve over speed, driving mode, speed (km/h or 
mph), speed alert, and speed info. Hence they should be the hardest to access. 
These functions do not require maneuvering while in movement either, and 
therefore should be operated only when the vehicle stands still. One way to 
indicate inappropriate operation (i.e. while in movement) is to make the 
functions difficult to access. Support system status is a function intended mainly 
for persons unfamiliar with the different support systems. For this reason the 
controls for support system status should be easy to access. Night vision is a 
support system probably used quite frequently and by novice users as well. That 
is why it is important that night vision is one of the easiest functions to access. 
The function group consisting of odo/trip meter, trip computer, and messages is 
the one that lies between the two extremes. It is not a function group that novice 
users have to access but drivers with more experience might want to access these 
functions relatively often, while in movement as well. Also the fact that the 
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message function can be activated automatically implies that this function group 
should be rather easy to access.  

6.1.3 Concepts 
Several different concepts with diverse function group arrangements were 
developed. The different placements considered for the function groups were 
easily reachable from the nine-and-three handgrip position; on the steering wheel 
and levers. In order to apply the principle of congruence, the controls were 
located on the left hand side on/of the steering wheel. 

 

6.2 First evaluation 
6.2.1 Comparison 
The concepts developed during the preliminary concept generation were 
compared with respect to how well they fulfil the criteria. Three concepts that 
went further in the process after the comparison are described below. 

“A1” 
In concept A1 the function groups are located in three different places (Figure 
14). The controls for ACC, distance alert, and speed limiter are placed on a new 
lever.  

 

Figure 14. Concept A1. 
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Controls for the function group consisting of odo/trip meter, trip computer, and 
messages are on the turning indicator lever. This is the same place where the 
controls for trip computer and messages are today. The rest of the functions (i.e. 
curve over speed, night vision, speed (km/h or mph), speed alert, speed info, and 
support system status) have their controls on the steering wheel.  

“A2” 
The function groups are divided between two locations in concept A2 (Figure 15). 
ACC, distance alert, and speed limiter are controlled from the steering wheel. All 
other functions (i.e. curve over speed, driving mode, messages, night vision, 
odo/trip meter, speed (km/h or mph), speed alert, speed info, support system 
status, and trip computer) are found in a menu system controlled from a new 
lever.  

 

 

 

Figure 15. Concept A2. 

 

“A3” 
Concept A3 has a new lever which controls six of the functions; ACC, curve over 
speed, distance alert, speed alert, speed info, and speed limiter (Figure 16).  

 

 
Figure 16. Concept A3. 
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These are the functions that could be considered as speed control/information 
systems. The remaining functions (i.e. driving mode, messages, night vision, 
odo/trip meter, speed (km/h or mph), support system status, and trip computer) 
have their controls on the steering wheel. 

6.2.2 Interviews 
The concepts, as they were presented to the interviewed, can be found in 
Appendix V. Following, table 2, are the results from the filled evaluation forms. 
For more detailed information see Appendix VI. 

Based on these results, A2 is the top 
ranked concept. Concept A2 has the 
best average value on every question, 
except one. On question 2:1 (i.e. the 
function grouping) concept A3 has a 
better value although some of the 
interviewed thought too many functions are placed on the lever. Concept A2 has 
considerably higher average value on question 1:1, the overall impression, when 
compared to the two other concepts. The opinions about where the controls for 
ACC should be placed (i.e. lever or steering wheel) were divided. Concept A2 
with ACC controls on the steering wheel got slightly higher average value on 
question 1:2 (i.e. the placement of the function groups) in comparison with 
concept A3 that has the controls on the lever. Many of the interviewed found it 
difficult to answer question 3:1 (i.e. the operation of the controls) since there were 
no physical controls to evaluate. Concept A1 has the lowest average values on all 
questions. None of the interviewed persons liked the two menu systems operated 
with two different controls in concept A1. They all thought it would lead to 
confusion about in which menu system to find a desired function. A list with all 
the comments can be found in Appendix VII. 

 

6.3 Refining concept generation 
Since there was no noticeable favourite among the two options for placement of 
the function group including ACC, it was decided that two different concepts 
would be developed; one with the controls for the function group placed on the 
steering wheel and another with controls on a lever. Based on the results from 
the first evaluation, it was also decided that there should only be one menu 
system and all controls belonging to it should be placed in the same place, i.e. on 
the steering wheel or on a lever. Although concept A3 got a slightly higher 
average value on question 2:1 (i.e. about grouping of the functions) in 
comparison with concept A2, it was decided that ACC, distance alert, and speed 
limiter would be grouped together. Curve over speed, speed (km/h of mph), 
speed alert, and speed info are placed in the menu system. That was in order to 
facilitate the usage for novice users, and to prevent inappropriate usage of 

 A1 A2 A3 

Average 
value 4.5 5.5 5.3 

 

Table 2. Results from first evaluation. 
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functions. Two concepts were developed further; one with controls for ACC, 
distance alert, and speed limiter on a lever and controls for the other functions on 
the steering wheel, and one with contrary placement of the controls. In the design 
of the controls placed on steering wheel, symmetry with a probable future design 
of controls for the infotainment, which are located on the right hand side on the 
steering wheel, was strived. 

Controls “Koncept 1” 
The controls for the function group consisting of ACC, distance alert and speed 
limiter are placed on a new lever (Figure 17). With a second lever on the left hand 
side of the steering wheel more movement directions will be available, compared 
to the turn indicator lever which has some of the movement directions occupied 
(e.g. moving the lever up activates the right directional indicator). The movement 
expectations were applied in the lever design. The aim has been to make the lever 
as simple as possible, since according to the first evaluation simplicity was 
desirable. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Koncept 1. 

Since the lever does not indicate which system is activated, information 
displayed in the DIM is necessary. A brief description of how the display is 
designed will be given in this report. For more detailed information see Larson 
(2008). The desired system is chosen with the help of the thumbwheel. When the 
thumbwheel is rotated, different symbols (i.e. symbols for ACC speed, ACC time 
gap, distance alert, and speed limiter) in the DIM are highlighted. The 
highlighted system is the one in which changes are done if the lever is pulled or 
pressed in any direction. Pressing the lever up increases the speed or distance, 
depending on which system is highlighted. When the lever is pressed up, the 
speed or distance is decreased. For the system to be paused (i.e. to cancel and 
resume the preset speed) the lever has to be moved forward or towards the 
driver. 

Controls for a menu system including curve over speed, driving mode, messages, 
odo/trip meter, speed (km/h or mph), speed alert, speed info, and trip computer 
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are placed on the steering wheel. The three items on the first menu level (i.e. info, 
display settings, and support system settings) are displayed in the DIM. Info is the 
only item possible to access when the vehicle is in motion since it is the only item 
with functions drivers should access in that kind of situation. The two arrow 
head buttons on the steering wheel are used to choose one of the items. A 
selected item is highlighted, and the thumbwheel can be used to browse among 
the items on the second level. The thumbwheel has to be pushed in order to enter 
to the third level. Thumbwheel is used in the third level as well, to select desired 
option, which is confirmed with a push on the thumbwheel. It is in any moment 
possible to use the return button. A short push to go up one level in the menu, 
and a long push to go back to the main view (i.e. the first level). The reset button 
can be used when functions that can be reset (e.g. average velocity and average 
fuel consumption) are displayed. The menu structure can be seen in figure 18. 

Info Display settings Support system settings 
 Message  Driving mode Speed info  
 Fuel  Sport ON  
 Trip  Eco OFF  
  … Speed alert  

The items under info have a slightly different design compared to how they look 
in the product today. When the item called message is selected, all messages are 
displayed in the DIM. Therefore there is no need to scroll among the different 
messages. Fuel displays all information related to fuel, and trip includes rest of 
the information in trip computer in existing product. Two buttons, for night 
vision and support system status, are placed above the menu controls. This is to 
give an easy access to the functions for these probably frequently used functions. 
The buttons could also be programmable, in order to make them more useful for 
drivers with different preferences and levels of knowledge. It might be difficult 
to find good and clear symbols for programmable buttons. One option could be 
to display the functions which belong to each button in the DIM. 

Controls Koncept 2 
The second concept was designed more similar to the product of today. In this 
concept, the controls for ACC, distance alert and speed limiter are placed on the 
steering wheel (Figure 19). ACC or distance alert and speed limiter are activated 
by pressing the respective button. An indicator lamp on the button indicates the 
activate system. The plus and minus buttons are used to increase respectively 
decrease the speed. Next to these buttons are the two buttons which adjust the 

  Speed ON  
  km/h OFF  
  mph Curve over speed  
  ON  
    OFF  

Figure 18. Menu structure. 
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time gap. The buttons for speed and time gap adjustments are all placed in a very 
similar way to their placements in the existing product. In the center of the 
controls, is a pause button placed.  

In this concept, the controls for the menu system are on the turn indicator lever. 
A push thumbwheel is used to scroll among the different items in the menu, and 
to select an item. A return button is placed next to the thumbwheel. When the 
button mounted on the end of the lever is pressed, night vision or support system 
status can be displayed. Each time the button is pushed, the displayed function 
will change as follows: night vision - support system status – none.  

The menu structure in the second concepts slightly 
differs from the one in the first concept (Figure 20). 
Items that were under the info in the first concept are 
in this concept lifted up one level. Now the items in 
the first level are: messages, fuel, trip, and settings. All 
items except settings are possible to access while the 
vehicle is in motion. Messages, fuel, and trip contain the 
same information as in the first concept. Settings 
includes: curve over speed, driving mode, speed 
(km/h or mph), speed alert, and speed info. 

 

6.4 Second evaluation 
The concept sketches presented to the interviewed 
persons can be found in Appendix VIII. The author’s 
parts (i.e. controls for Koncept 1 and Koncept 2) were 
consolidated with Larson’s (2008) design proposals 
for the DIM, and presented together as Koncept 1 and 
Koncept 2 to the respondents.

 

 

 

 
Figure 19. Koncept 2. 

Messages 
Fuel
Trip
Settings 

Driving mode 
Sport 
Eco 
… 

Speed 
km/h 
mph 

Speed alert 
ON 
OFF 

Speed info 
ON 
OFF 

Curve over speed 
ON 
OFF  

Figure 20. Menu structure. 
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Evaluation form 
The overall impression of Koncept 1 is better, according to the results from the 
evaluation forms. Eight persons gave Koncept 1 higher grade in comparison to 
Koncept 2. Four persons preferred Koncept 1, and one person graded the two 
concepts equally. 

Three questions in the evaluation form dealt with the controls specifically. The 
questions were: 1:3 (i.e. the placement of the function groups), 2:1 (i.e. the 
grouping of the functions), and 3:1 (i.e. the operation of the controls). Koncept 1 
obtained the highest average value on question 1:3 and 2:1, while Koncept 2 got a 
better result on question 3:1. The results from the evaluation form are 
summarized in table 3. A more detailed table can be found in Appenix IX.  

Ten of thirteen subjects preferred the 
placement of function groups in Koncept 
1, i.e. ACC controls on a lever and menu 
controls on steering wheel. One of the 
three persons, who stated the opposite, 
thought it could be because (s)he is used 
to have the cruise controls on the steering 
wheel while another person had driven a 
vehicle with ACC on a lever, and did not 
like it. The disadvantage with controls 
positioned on the steering wheel mentioned was that locating the correct button 
requires visual input. Koncept 1 got slightly higher average value on the question 
2:1, i.e. the grouping of the functions. One person stated that the number of items 
under settings in Koncept 2 was too high. According to the results presented 
above, the respondents felt the controls of Koncept 2 would be easier to operate. 
Five persons gave the two concepts the same grade on the question 3:1, i.e. the 
operation of the controls. One person had negative feelings about the night 
vision/support system status button on the end of the lever in Koncept 2. Another 
person felt that operation of a button on the end of the lever requires smaller 
hand movements. Therefore this person preferred a button for speed adjustment 
in this position, in comparison to lever movements up and down. One 
respondent found the programmable buttons in Koncept 1 highly desirable, and 
gave the concept higher grade on questions 1:3 and 3:1 for this reason.  

Oral comments 
Doubts about the usability of a thumbwheel were raised during the interviews. 
One subject was in general positive to thumbwheels, but worried about the fact 
that persons with smaller hands could have problems to operate a thumbwheel 
placed on the steering wheel. Problems to operate a thumbwheel when wearing 
gloves were mentioned as well. One person was doubtful about push 
thumbwheels, since several ways to operate one control could lead to confusion. 

 Koncept 1 Koncept 2 

Question 1:1 7.3 5.8 

Question 1:3 7.2 6.2 

Question 2:1 7.3 7 

Question 3:1 6.8 7.2 

Average value 7.2 6.6 
 

Table 3. Results from second evaluation. 
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All subjects were asked if they find an ON/OFF function necessary for the ACC 
system. Some persons stated their opinion already before the question was asked, 
when the ACC controls were discussed. 80% of all interviewed felt an ON/OFF 
button is not needed. Several persons thought it was an unnecessary extra step, 
especially in ACC which has time gap control. Some reasoned that the time gap 
control prevents from bumping into other vehicles in case the speed of own 
vehicle would be increased by accident, and therefore it would not matter if the 
controls were active all the time. Many persons also pointed out the importance 
of displaying the state of the system (i.e. active or paused) clearly in case the 
ON/OFF function is removed, this in order to avoid confusion and uncertainty.  

There was a desire to have the possibility to deactivate the time gap function in 
ACC which was expressed by some of the interviewed. They thought that in 
some traffic situations (e.g. city traffic) cruise control is to prefer. Two persons 
said they use the accelerator and brake pedal instead of the plus and minus 
buttons in order to reach the desired speed. One person never uses the cancel 
button. This person prefers to use the brake pedal. 

When the respondents were asked about when they do reset the trip meters, ten 
said they reset at least one meter after refueling. Three said they sometimes use 
one of the trip meters to measure the distance when driving long distances. One 
person resets the trip meters rarely. 

All comments can be found in Appendix X. 

Movement expectations 
Eleven of the interviewed sketched their movement expectations for an ACC 
lever. They sketched how a lever in their opinion should be operated in order to 
activate ACC, increase/decrease speed and time gap, cancel and resume the set 
values, and deactivate ACC. A table with the results from the movement 
expectations sketches can be found in Appendix XI. Table 4 is a compilation of 
the results. Some subjects did not consider all the operations necessary (e.g. 
deactivate ACC), and other did not have any strong opinion about the movement 
expectations for some of the actions. Therefore some action’s movement 
expectations are stated by less than eleven persons (e.g. only nine persons 
sketched their movement expectations for the cancel action. 

About 50% of the respondents felt that the most natural place for the ON/OFF 
actions would be on the end of the lever. Some of them sketched a button on the 
end and others thought the lever could be pressed on the top, towards the 
steering column. 33% of the persons who placed the ON action on the end of the 
lever, placed the cancel and resume actions there as well. The results clearly 
show that if the increase and decrease speed actions are completed by moving 
the lever in some direction, the directions should be upwards for increase speed 
and downwards for decrease speed. Five of eleven persons had the movement 
expectations mentioned. Three persons preferred buttons for the speed 
adjustments. The movement expectations for increasing and decreasing the time 
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gap were more varied. Three persons thought a thumbwheel was the best option 
and six persons gave the actions different lever movement directions. Four of 
these six associate moving the lever towards the driver with increasing the time 
gap and moving the lever forward with decreasing the time gap. One person had 
the opposite moving expectations. One of the six preferred the upward 
movement of the lever for time gap decreasing, and downward movement for 
increasing. One more person placed the time gap action to be operated with 
upward and downward movements of the lever, but did not sketch which 
direction was preferred for each of the actions increase and decrease time gap. 
The moving expectations for the thumbwheel differed from the ones for the 
lever. While only one of three wanted to move the lever upwards to increase the 
time gap, all three persons who placed the action on a thumbwheel sketched that 
the thumbwheel should be rotated upwards to increase the time gap. 67% of the 
respondents who sketched their movement expectations for the cancel and 
resume actions draw a button. 50% of them draw a button on the end of the 
lever.  

 

 

 

 Most preferred operation

ON Button/press on the end of lever (6 of 11) 

Increase speed Move lever up (5 of 11) 

Decrease speed Move lever down (5 of 11) 

Increase time gap Move lever towards driver (4 of 10) 

Thumbwheel upwards (3 of 10) 

Decrease time gap Move lever forward (4 of 10) 

Thumbwheel downwards (3 of 10) 

Cancel Button/press on the end of lever (3 of 9) 

Button on lever (3 of 9) 

Resume Button/press on the end of lever (3 of 9) 

Button on lever (3 of 9) 

OFF Button/press on the end of lever (5 of 10) 
 

Table 4. Results from movement expectation sketches. 
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7 Discussion 
The aim of the study was to analyze and investigate how the ACC and flexible 
trip computer/driver information controls could be designed, with focus on HMI. 
Concepts were developed after an information gathering phase, and were 
evaluated by persons working at Volvo Car Corporation in Göteborg, Sweden. 
The result presented in this report is based on the outcome from the evaluations. 
Due to the number of respondents in the evaluation, the result can not be 
statistically secured and should therefore be considered as an indication of the 
drivers’ attitude towards the presented controls. 

In the first evaluation, concept A2 got a considerably higher average value on 
question 1:1 (i.e. the overall impression) when compared to the two other 
concepts. This could be because several of the interviewed found the concept 
most simple with minimal amount of buttons and levers.  

Koncept 1, in the second evaluation, with the ACC controls placed on a lever got 
the highest average value according to the evaluation forms. That although 
eleven of the interviewed persons were Volvo drivers (i.e. used to have the 
ACC/cruise control controls on the steering wheel) and Koncept 2 should have 
had an advantage according to Murphy (2001). However, none of these eleven 
subjects expressed strong negative feelings about the steering wheel controls of 
today. Two negative comments about controls placed on the steering wheel in 
general were made. Both dealt with the difficulties to locate steering wheel 
mounted controls.  

The cancel and resume actions in ACC were combined to one action, i.e.  pause, in 
all proposed concepts. This was in accordance with former studies discussing 
steering wheel controls (Moric, 2005). No negative feelings about combining the 
cancel and resume actions were expressed by the respondents, but there has not 
been any time to investigate the opinions of the pause button with the selected 
symbol in this study. 

There was no time to evaluate the understandability of the different titles on the 
items on the first level in the menu structures. The menu structures were not well 
evaluated either. Only one person made a comment about the menu structures, 
hence it is difficult to know if all respondents took the menu structures into 
consideration when grading the concepts. 

77% of the interviewed persons stated that they reset at least one of the trip 
meters when they refuel the vehicle. This suggests that one of the trip meters 
automatically could be reset when the vehicle is refueled. The trip computers of 
today display distance to empty tank. The distance since refuel could also be 
displayed, and this could replace one of the trip meters. 

The subjects were asked if they find an ON/OFF function for ACC necessary. In 
order to make novice users feel more comfortable, there should be an ON/OFF 
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function. However, more experienced users might not want to have this extra 
step. A solution could be to have a setting in a menu, where experienced drivers 
can unselect the ON/OFF action.  

Something similar could be done with the night vision system. It should be 
investigated if the night vision system could be made more automatic (i.e. the 
system is activated when it is dark outside). In that case, there would not be any 
need for an ON/OFF button and the settings for the system could be placed on a 
deeper level in a menu system. 

Four of the five persons who placed the time gap adjusting to be completed by 
moving the lever forward and towards the driver reasoned in the same way. 
They felt that moving the lever towards the driver could be compared with 
braking or pulling the vehicle further from the vehicle in front. Moving the lever 
forward was associated with accelerating and pushing the vehicle closer. There is 
an interesting difference between the persons who placed the time gap 
adjustments to be controlled by lever movements and thumbwheel. The 
movement expectations of all the three persons who placed the time gap 
adjusting to be controlled with a thumbwheel were that rotating the wheel 
upwards increase the gap and rotation downwards decrease the time gap. Person 
who placed the action to be a lever movement felt moving the lever upwards 
should increase the time gap. The expectations of the thumbwheel movement do 
not match well with the expectations of forward/towards the driver movement 
expectations either. The upward rotation of a thumbwheel can be considered as 
forward rotation as well. Also in this case the movement expectations for the 
thumbwheel and lever differ. It is possible that persons who thought an upward 
movement should lead to increased time gap concentrated on the word increase. 
Persons expecting a lever movement towards the driver or downwards to lead to 
increased time gap considered probably the action more; that increased time gap 
equals to increased distance (i.e. pull away from vehicle in front) and decreased 
speed (i.e. brake). In that case, four persons considered the word and five the 
action. 

The second evaluation was run the week before Christmas holidays which 
turned out to be a busy period for potential test persons. The intention had been 
to complete 20 interviews at least, but unfortunately it was not possible within 
the time frame. Only 13 persons were interviewed in the end. An effort to have 
50% women among the subjects was made, but that goal was not reached either. 
Only four of the thirteen interviewed persons were female.  

There is a risk that the movement expectations task was not explained well 
enough to some of the subjects, and influenced the outcome. That is because 
three of eleven placed all the actions to be operated with buttons placed on the 
lever, instead of using the possibility to move the lever in different directions. 
The twelfth person, which sketch was excluded from the compilation, wanted all 
the actions to be operated with buttons. No preferred placement for the buttons 
was given. 
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Also the fact that all respondents work for Volvo Car Corporation might have 
influenced the outcome of the evaluation. That is since they might be more 
accustomed to new technologies in vehicles and less conservative in comparison 
to an average driver, for example. 

Future research 
In this study no physical prototypes were used. Subjects were shown sketches of 
concepts, and their comments about how they thought the controls would be to 
operate were recorded. In order to evaluate how the proposed controls really are 
to use, a study with realistic prototypes should be completed. With the help of 
simulator tests it would also be possible to evaluate how the drivers’ driving 
performance is affected by the driver operating the controls located on a 
lever/steering wheel. 

It could be interesting to investigate how it comes that eight of eleven Volvo 
drivers preferred the lever instead of the steering wheel controls. That is since 
according to Murphy’s (2001) statement the steering wheel controls of Koncept 2 
should have had the advantage of being similar to controls the respondents are 
used to, and therefore help with a good first impression. Did the design of the 
controls affect the respondents to make them prefer one or the other concept? 
Was it the placement of the controls that made the difference? Do the Volvo 
drivers find the steering wheel controls of today’s product difficult to operate? 
Did the fact that it was only persons working for Volvo Car Corporation affect 
the result, or would the outcome be the same if average Volvo drivers were 
asked? 

It was supposed that the speed is adjusted more frequently than the time gap, in 
the ACC system. More investigation should be made in order to find if the 
assumption is correct. If the ACC is positioned on a lever, the action (i.e. speed or 
time gap) which is adjusted most frequently should be given the best placement 
with respect to ease of operation. 

The evaluation of the menu structures and titles of the items was not priority one 
in this study. Therefore more investigation should be done in order to find the 
best design for the menu.  
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Appendix I 
 

Adaptive cruise control - Föraren ställer in önskad maxhastighet och minsta 
tidslucka till framförvarande bil. Dessa värden kan justeras när så önskas. 
Adaptive cruise control mäter kontinuerligt avståndet till framförvarande bilar; 
bromsar in för att avståndet inte ska bli för kort och gasar upp igen när trafiken 
tillåter. 
 
Curve over speed - Ett system som varnar om man närmar sig en kurva i en för 
hög hastighet. Man kan välja att antingen ha systemet på eller av. 
 
Distance Alert - Föraren ställer in önskad minsta tidslucka till framförvarande bil. 
Det är möjligt att göra justeringar när så önskas. Blir avståndet för kort varnar 
systemet. 
 
Driving mode – Föraren kan välja mellan olika driving modes, t.ex. sport eller 
comfort, som ger olika utseenden på instrument klustret. Instrument klustret antas 
bestå av en display vars utseende lätt kan ändras.  
 
Meddelanden - Varnings- och informationsmeddelanden visas när det t.ex. börjar 
bli dags för service. Dessa meddelanden behöver man kunna kvittera och bläddra 
mellan. 
 
Night Vision - En "vy" som visas på displayen, placerad på instrumentpanelen. 
Night vision visar en bild, som skapas med hjälp av infraröda kameror, av det som 
finns framför bilen. Det är föraren som slår PÅ/AV Night vision. 
 
Trip Meter - En eller flera mätare som visar hur långt man kört. Föraren kan 
välja mätare, och nollställa den. 
 
Support System Status - En "vy" som visar vilka supportsystem, t.ex. distance 
alert, som är aktiva. Bilden, som föraren slår PÅ/AV, visas på displayen på 
instumentbrädan. 
 
Speed (i mph eller km/h) - I vissa länder, t.ex. USA och Kanada, kan förarna 
välja om hastigheten ska visas i mph eller km/h. 
 
Speed Alert och Info - Det här systemet bygger på att bilen får information om 
vad gällande hastighet är. På så sätt kan gällande hastighet visas på displayen, och 
systemet kan även varna om man kör fortare än tillåtet. Föraren kan välja att ha 
systemet på eller av. 
 
Speed Limiter - Föraren ställer in en önskad maxhastighet. Det är möjligt att 
justera detta värde när så önskas. Speed limiter hindrar föraren från att överskrida 
den önskade maxhastigheten omedveted då bilen inte accelerar över den, om inte 
gasen pressas i botten. 
 
Trip Computer - Innehåller information som medelhastighet, medelförbrukning 
och aktuell förbrukning. Föraren kan bläddra mellan informationen och några av 
uppgifterna, t.ex. medelförbrukning, kan nollställas. 
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Utvärdering 1 
 

Ålder:   Man/Kvinna 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

Sämst/ 
Väldigt dålig 

Dålig/ 
Aningen sämre 

än 
genomsnittet 

 
Genomsnittlig 

Bättre än 
genomsnittet/ 

Bra 

 
Väldigt bra/ 

Bäst 
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pt

 1
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 3
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Placering        
1:1 Magkänsla Kommentar:        
  

Helhetsbetyg för konceptet efter egen uppfattning         
Kommentar: Placering 1:2        

   Hur känns placeringen av funktionsgrupperna/enskilda 
mätare? 

       

Gruppering        
2:1 Reglage gruppering Kommentar:        
  

Hur känns funktionerna inom grupperna? Samhörighet? 
Placering inom gruppen? 

        

Användning        
3:1 Användning Kommentar:        
  

Ansträngning vid användning (hand/finger), känns 
manövreringen lätt att utföra? 

        

Form och storlek        
4:1 Formernas harmoni Kommentar:        
  

Hur upplevs formerna och harmonin mellan dem?         

4:2 Färg Kommentar:        
  

Hur upplevs färgerna och harmonin mellan dem?         

Storleken på mätarna Kommentar:    4:3     
        Hur upplevs storleken på mätare i förhållande till 

varandra? 

  

Logik och nytänkande 
Innan frågorna 5:1 och 5:2 besvaras, peka ut de olika funktionerna på bilden. 

       

5:1 Mätarnas logik och lättförstålighet Kommentar:        
   Känns mätarna logiska och lätta att förstå?        

Nytänkande 5:2 Kommentar:        
          Känns konceptet nytänkande och innovativt? 

Övriga kommentarer: 
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MANUS - KONCEPTUTVÄRDERING 

Körvanor 

 Hur ofta kör du bil? 

 Kör du mest på landsväg, motorväg eller i stad? 

 Har du kört bil med acc eller cc? 

  Hur ofta använder du acc eller cc? 

  Vad för bil kör du idag? 

  Hur ser reglagen ut i din bil för acc/cc? 

  Om du använder acc, hur ofta ställe du in  
  timegap? 

  Visa på bild hur du skulle vilja ha  
  riktningarna på en acc spak... 

  Vad anser du om en on/off switch för acc/cc? 
  Skulle en paus funktion räcka? 

  När nollställer du tripmätaren? 

Digitalt/Analogt 

 Har du kört någon bil med digital hastighetsvisning? 

 Vad anser du om digital/analog visning av info t.ex 
 hastighet? 

 Vill du ha en kombination eller bara en utav dem? 

Speed info 

 Vad anser du om speed info funktionen? 

 Skulle du vilja ha både info och varning eller bara en 
 utav dem? 

Varvräknare 

 Brukar du köra en bil med manuell eller automat? 

 Använder du varvräknaren när du kör bil? 

 Anser du att varvräknaren ska finnas i dim:en? 

 Anser du att den i sådana fall ska vara lika stor som 
 hastighetsmätaren och var bör den vara placerad? 
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Utvärdering 2 
 
 

Ålder:   Man/Kvinna 
 

1 2 3 
 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

Sämst/ 
Väldigt dålig 

Dålig/ 
Aningen sämre 

än 
genomsnittet 

 Bättre än 
genomsnittet/ 

Bra 

 
Väldigt bra/ Genomsnittlig 

Bäst 

K
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ce
pt

 1
 

K
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pt

 2
 

 
 

      
Placering   

Magkänsla 1:1 Kommentar:   
   Helhetsbetyg för konceptet efter egen uppfattning   

Kommentar: Placering av mätare 1:2   
  

Hur känns placeringen av enskilda mätare?    

1:3 Placering av funktionsgrupperna  Kommentar:   
  

Hur känns placeringen av funktionsgrupperna?    

Gruppering   
Reglage gruppering Kommentar:   2:1 

  
Hur känns funktionerna inom grupperna? Samhörighet? 
Placering inom gruppen? 

   

Användning   
3:1 Användning Kommentar:   
  

Ansträngning vid användning (hand/finger), känns 
manövreringen lätt att utföra? 

   

Form och storlek   
4:1 Färg Kommentar:   
  

Hur upplevs färgerna och harmonin på displayen?    

4:2 Storleken på mätarna Kommentar:   
  

Hur upplevs storleken på mätare i förhållande till 
varandra? 

   

Logik   
5:1 Mätarnas logik och lättförstålighet Kommentar:   
     Känns mätarna logiska och lätta att förstå? 
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Results from the evaluation forms in first evaluation 
 

 

 A1 A2 A3 

Question 1:1 4 5.4 4.8 

Question 1:2 4 5.8 5.4 

Question 2:1 5.2 5.6 5.8 

Question 3:1 4.6 5.2 5 

Average 4.5 5.5 5.3 
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Comments from the interviews in first evaluation 
 

 

Concept A1

Positive 

+ ACC on lever. 

+ Grouping together the 
functions ACC, distance alert, 
and speed limiter. 

Negative 

− Two menu systems (comment 
from 5 persons). 

 

 

Concept A2

Positive 

+ Frequently used functions, i.e. 
ACC, distance alert, and speed 
limiter, with direct access on 
steering wheel. 

+ Less frequently used functions 
in a menu system. 

+ Good grouping of functions 
(except for night vision). 

+ Simple. 

+ Minimal amount of buttons and 
levers. 

Negative 

− Night vision in a menu. 

− Many functions in same place. 

 

 

Concept A3

Positive 

+ Less frequently used functions 
on steering wheel. 

+ ACC on lever. 

+ ”Active” functions on lever. 

+ Most flexible design, i.e. allows 
functional growth. 

Negative 

− Too many functions on lever. 
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General comments 

Lever 

+ More intuitive to use. Can be 
operated without visual input.  

Buttons on steering wheel 

− Difficult to locate buttons on the 
steering wheel; requires visual 
input. 
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Results from the evaluation forms in second evaluation 
 

 

 Koncept 1 

 Question 1:1 Question 1:3 Question 2:1 Question 3:1 

Subject 1 8 8 8 8 

Subject 2 8 7 5 5 

Subject 3 8 8 8 8 

Subject 4 8 8 8 7 

Subject 5 8 7 10 7 

Subject 6 5 6 6 6 

Subject 7 9 10 9 9 

Subject 8 7 5 5 5 

Subject 9 6 5 8 5 

Subject 10 7 9 6 6 

Subject 11 8 8 7 9 

Subject 12 5 3 7 3 

Subject 13 8 10 8 10 

Average 7.3 7.2 7.3 6.8 

     

 Koncept 2 

 Question 1:1 Question 1:3 Question 2:1 Question 3:1 

Subject 1 5 5 5 8 

Subject 2 6 5 8 8 

Subject 3 6 6 5 5 

Subject 4 3 6 8 7 

Subject 5 2 3 10 2 

Subject 6 8 9 8 7 

Subject 7 6 7 6 9 

Subject 8 5 7 7 7 

Subject 9 7 4 5 5 
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Subject 10 8 6 9 9 

Subject 11 5 6 6 9 

Subject 12 5 9 6 9 

Subject 13 9 8 8 8 

Average 5.8 6.2 7 7.2 

     

 Koncept 1   Koncept 2 

Question 1:1 7.3 5.8   

Question 1:3 7.2 6.2   

Question 2:1 7.3 7   

Question 3:1 6.8 7.2   

Average 7.2 6.6   
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Comments from the interviews in second evaluation 
 

 

Concept Koncept 1

Positive Negative 

+ The menu structure and the 
controls (comment from 2 
persons). 

− Difficult to press a lever 
forward. 

− Requires more thinking, 
+ Best overall impression. 

+ Most frequently used controls 
on the steering wheel. 

+ ACC controls on a lever. 

+ The menu structure (comment 
from 2 persons). 

+ The lever seems easy to use. 

+ Active function highlighted in 
DIM. 

+ Programmable buttons. 

 

 

Concept Koncet 2

Positive Negative 

+ The controls seem to be more 
easy to use. 

− The night vision and support 
system status button on the end 
of the lever. + ACC controls on steering wheel 

(comment from 3 persons). − ACC controls on steering 
wheel. + The menu structure (comment 

from 3 persons).  

+ Familiar ACC controls. 

+ The controls. 
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General comments about placement of ACC

Buttons on steering wheel Lever 

+ Used to have the controls on 
steering wheel. 

+ Intuitive (two comments).  

+ Least frequently used controls 
(i.e. ACC) on a lever. + Most frequently used controls 

(i.e. ACC) on steering wheel. + Most frequently used controls 
(i.e. ACC) on lever. + Easier to adjust speed more 

exact. + The functions used most 
frequently should not be 
operated with controls located 
on the steering wheel. In a long 
curve, for example, it is difficult 
to locate the buttons. The speed 
is adjusted fairly often, and 
therefore the controls for ACC 
should be placed on a lever. 

+ In the field of vision. 

+ I like the ACC controls on the 
steering wheel. Could be 
because they are similar to what 
I am used to.  

− Difficult to locate buttons. − “I did not like to use ACC 
controls placed on a lever when 
I tried”. 
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